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eddies in which GS and SGS velocity fields were obtained by fil1. INTRDUCTION

tering DNS velocity field in homogeneousisotropic turbulence for

Direct numerical and large-eddy simulations (DNS and LES)

performing a priori test. The objective of this study is to investi

have been widely used to study the physics of turbulence. DNS is

gate the characteristics of these GS and SGS eddies comparing

the exact approachto turbulence simulation but too expensiveand

with DNS eddies in homogeneousisotropic turbulence.

is possible only for low Reynolds numbers flow. LES is less
expensive and can simulate very complex flow fields in turbulence.
With LES method, large-scale motion is directly calculated but
small-scaleneedsto be modeled by subgrid-scale(SGS) models

2. GENERATION OF GS AND SGS VELOCITY FOR LES
2.1 DNS Data Base
In this study,DNS data of decaying homogeneousisotropic tur-

and recent research has been aimed at developing robust SGS

bulence has been used, which is conducted by Tanahashiet al.8)

models.

and is calculated by using 1283 grid points. Reynolds number

It is shown that turbulent flows contain various types of vortical

basedon urysand Taylor microscale,), of the DNS data is Re^=

structures and there is a large range of scales. Theorist believed

64.9.

that tube-like structure is a type of eddy, which is the candidateof

2.2 GS and SGS Velocity Fields

fine scale structure, particularly, in the small-scalemotions in turbulencet't'3'o). In

recent

studies

by

direct

To obtain the grid-scale (GS) and gubgrid-scale (SGS) velocity

numerical

fields, we have filtered the above DNS velocity field using two

fine scaletube-like eddiesin homogeneoustursimulationss'a'z'8),

classicalfilters for LES. In LES, a velocity componentu canbe

bulence are observed, and the visualization of this small-scale

decomposed into two components, one is called GS component

eddiesbecomespossible. By direct use of local flow pattem in dif-

and is denoted by fi , and the other is called SGS component and

ferent flow flelds in turbulence, Tanahashi et al.''n'to't''tD have
shown that the existence of 'coherent fine scale eddies' in turbu-

is denotedby u'. Their relation can be expressedas:

lence is universal.

u=ti*Lr' ,,'

"...(1)

Since turbulent flow contains three-dimensional and unsteady
strucfures, more sffictly coherent structures but development of

The filtered part il of the variable a is defined by the filtering

SGS model based on coherent structures is relatively scarce.

operation:

Conceming the structure base SGS model, it seemsquite important
to know what happened in the filtered field for LES including

n(il=lo<t-x',L)u(x')dx',

...(Z)

Jo

appearanceor disappearanceof the tube-like eddies as well as the
characteristicsof theseeddies in resolved or unresolved field.
In the previous studyt'), we have identified the GS and SGS
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in which D is the entire domain, G is filterkemel function and A is
the filter width. The dual definition of filtering operation in the
Fourier space can be obtained by multiplying the spectrum
t(k)
that.

of u(x) by the spectrum d(t)

of the kernel G(x) such
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for all filter funcpart of energy dissipationrate (about 6OVo-7OVo)

f r . G =) G ( f) a ( t ) , k = 0 , + 1+, 2 , . . . . .

.......(3)

where d is the transfer function associatedwith the kernel G.

tions
3. GS AND SGS EDDIES

In this study, we filter DNS field in Fourier space rather than

In order to discuss about GS and SGS eddies, we notice the

physical space.For a filter width A, in i-direction, the filter func-

tube-like coherenteddy by visualization of flows in the DNS field.

tions in Fourier spaceare written as follows:

The concept usually associatedwith an eddy is that of a region in
'set of
the flow where the fluid elements are rotating around a

(I) Gaussianfilter:

( r np,)r\
G 0 < ,=) e x P/ - - : - i ^ - 1 . . . .
l'=)

points'. Identification of the eddy or vortex from DNS/LES data-

..(4)

base is a very difficult and complex task, requiring considerable
computational efforts with proper identif,cation method. There are
several methods for identification of the vortical structuresin tur-

(II) Sharp cutoff filter:
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bulence with significant differeocestn)and most of them show
… … … … … … … … … … … … … ・( 5 )

threshold dependence. As we discussed in the introduction,
direct 'local flow pattem"o) caneduce coherent structures in sev-

ヽ

which showsuniversal characteristicsin
eral flow fields8'e't0'tt't2),
'local flow pattern'
previous
studytu),using this
turbulence. In our

Using thesetwo filters for LES in the Fourier space,one set of

method we have identified the coherent fine scale eddies and its'

DNS data is flltered and the exact GS velocity fields il are

axes without using any thresholds and then discussedthe spatial

obtained. After generating fi, the SGS velocity field can be

distribution of coherent fine scale eddies by visualization of axes

obtained by performing the operation:

in homogeneous isotropic turbulence. In this study, we use the
same method to discussthe characteristicsGS and SGS eddiesin

u'=Lr-Lt

....':

..'..'(6)

Filter width plays very important role with filter functions in this
process.The characteristicfilter width A, is commonly used as the
length, approximately proportional to the grid interval A in the previous researchesto'tt).The structures representedby the GS and
SGS velocities consequently depend both on the grid interval and
on the type of filter employed. In the previous studiess'e),it is
shown that the mean diameter of the coherent fine scale eddy is

DNS(2*=0.03)

about 10 times of Kolmogorov microscale(4) in turbulent flows.
Therefore, in this study, the most important filter width, A, is considered as the length of Kolmogorov microscale in the DNS field
with a multiple of 10. Since we are dealing with homogeneous
isotropic turbulence, the filter width A, is same in each direction
and hereafter it is denoted by A, i.e, A =l0ry.Although filter
-L
=l\n is a small value, but we have seenthat the generwidth,
ation of GS velocity field as well as SGS velocity filed from this
Re^ case using this filter width was well possible for both filter
functionsr3). Accuracy of this filtering process was also confirmed by comparing the three-dimensionalenergy spectrafor GS
as well as SGS velocity fields with DNS velocity field. Detailed of
this procedureis reported in our previous studiest''tt'tt).It is also
shown that the GS fields for this filter width conffibute the large

GS(g*=0.02)

SGS

(2*=0.01)

Fig. 1 Contour surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor Q in DNS, GS and SGS fields for R.et= 64.9. GS
and SGS fields are obtained by filtering the DNS field using
Sharp cutoff filter. Visualized region is the whole calculation
domain. Second invariant is normalizedby rt and rz,*,.
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Fig. 1 shows the contour surfaces of normalized second
invariant of the velocity gradient tensor Q in DNS as well as GS
and SGS fields obtained by using Sharp cutoff filter for Re^-64.9.
The second invariant is defined as follows:

o--f3,sr-wry)

速
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where Suand W, arc the symmetric and antisymmetric part of the
velocity gradient tensorAu.kr Fig. 1, the visualized region is whole
calculation domain and the viewpoint for all casesis same. The
level of the isosurfaceis selectedto be 08=0.03 for DNS field,
Q*=0.02 for GS field and 0*=0.01 for SGS fields. Hereafter, t

Fig. 2 Mean azimuthal velocity profile of the coherent eddies in the
DNS field, normalized by r7 and z.-. Symbols represent
velocity profile of a Burgers' vortex and error bars denote variances of azimuthal velocity.

denotesthe normalization by Kolmogorov microscale 4 and root
mean squareof velocity fluctuations,a,-, obtainedfrom DNS field.
As we discussed above, the visualization of coherent structures

1.0

depends on the threshold value of Q and we do not concem the

0.5

strength of the sffuctures, therefore, in this visualization we consideredthesedifferent values for Qfor different fields only to show
the vortical structures in different fields by visualization. Fig. I
clearly indicates that GS and SGS fields contain lots of distinct

Burgers'voftex
vr* (GS-Gaussian)

o

Burgers'vortex

(a)
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tube-like eddies somewhat similar to the eddies in the DNS

o

fields, of course different in sizes, which can best be defined as
coherent eddies in turbulencet'n).It is also clear that the size or
length of GS eddies in all cases seems to be larger than SGS

0.3

eddies. It is known from the classical idea of fluid dynamics that

02

several small-scale structuretogether form a large-scalestructure,
i.e., several small (SGS) eddies entirely lie inside a large (GS)

(b)

v, * (SGS-Gaussian)

卜 00
‑02

eddy in the order of its size. But our DNS databasestudy suggests
that the appearanceof coherent fine scale eddies in turbulence are
quite distinct and unique. The present study also reveals the

‐
0.3
‑0.5

-10-s$s10

uniqueness of small-scale and large-scale eddies in turbulent
flows. In our previous studyt6),we have shown that the tube-like
coherent fine scale eddies itself contain its distinct axis as well as

Fig. 3 SameasFig.Z,but (a) CSfield and (n) scs field obtainedby
using Gaussianfilter.

local maximum of secondinvariant on the axis. The present study
also suggeststhat the turbulence fields contain tube-like eddy in

Obviously these tube-like eddies contain at least one local maxi-

different size and length and each eddy has its distinct axis. This

mum of Q on its' axis. In this study, using an auto-tracing

result will be worthy to develop a structure base SGS model for

algorithm the points with local Q maximal on the cross sectionsof

LES.

the axis of this eddy are identified and then the statistical proper-

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF GS AND SGS EDDIES

ties are calculated around the points. Detailed of this
8'e'16).
identification method are described in the previous studies

4.1 ldentification method
For visualization of flows in Fig. 1, positive second invaiant Q
is used and the existenceof many tube-like eddiesin DNS, GS and

4.2 Statistics of GS and SGS Eddies

SGS fields have shown in homogeneous isotropic turbulence.

eddiesin DNS. GS and SGS fields for two filter functions. In these

Figs. 2-4 show the mean azimuthal velocity profile of tubelike
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Fig.4 SameasFig.Z,but (a) GSfield and (b) SGSfield obtainedby
using sharp cutoff filter.

figures, r representsthe radius of the eddy, which is determinedby

Fig. 5 Comparisonof mean azimuthalvelocity profile (vr) of the
DNS, GS and SGScoherenteddies.(a) OtrlSand GS fields,
(n) nNS and SGSfields.In all cases,mean azimuthalvelocity
profile is normalizedby r7and u.-. obtained from the DNS
field.

the distance between the center and the location where the mean
azimuthal velocity reachesthe maximum value. Mean azimuthal

have shown approximation of coherent eddies in the GS and SGS

velocity profiles in all casesare normalized by a** and ry, which
are obtained from the DNS field. In Figs. 2-3, symbols represent

fields with that of the Burgers' vortex in Figs. 3-4.

an azimuthal velocity of a Burgers' vortex, which is written as fol-

Fig. 3(a) shows a good agreementwith that of Burgers' vortex in

lows:

the whole range as it as in DNS field. kr Fig.4(a), the agreementof

=券
,…
均
………………
ギ】
③
11‑expト
vr=dz,

" " " (9)

The mean azimuthal velocity profile of GS-Gaussianeddies in

mean azimuthal velocity profile for GS-sharp cutoff eddies with
Burgers' vortex is good for relatively small distance (r* < IZrfi,
that is, the Burgers' vortex profile does not collapse with mean
azimuthal velocity profile for the large distance. For Gaussianfilter, the contribution of GS and SGS velocity fields are obtained

where f is the circulation of the Burgers' vortex tube and s is a

from the whole region of DNS velocity field, while sharp cutoff fil-

stretching parameter. Using DNS database studies*'to),it was

ter separatesthe DNS velocity field in GS and SGS fields at the

shown that the mean azimuthal velocity profile of coherent fine
scale eddies in homogeneous isotropic turbulence and turbulent

cutoffwave number.Maybe, that is one reasonof thesedifferences
in Fig. 3(a) and 4(a). Moreover, filter size A =10? is relatively

mixing layer could be approximated by a Burgers vortex. In these

small. For large filter width, the large-scalestructures,i.e., most of

studies, it is also shown that the mean diameter of the coherent fine

the coherent eddies with large diameter accumulate in the GS field.

scale eddies is about l0r7 and the maximum of mean azimuthal

Using large filter width, we have also seen (not shown) that the

velocity is about half of urms,and thesecharacteristicsof coherent

approximation of mean azimuthal velocity prof,le by Burgers' vor-

eddies are independent on.Reynolds numbers of the flow. Fig. 2

tex becomes quite good for relatively large diameter tube like

confirms these behaviors of the tube-like coherent eddies for this

eddies in GS-sharpcutofffield as well as in GS-gaussianfiled. On

Reynolds number case. Our interest is to discuss the characteristics

the other hand, although not in whole range, but Figs. 3(b) and aft)

of GS and SGS eddiescomparing with the DNS results,hence,we

also show that the appro$mation of mean azimuthal velocity pro-

￨￨￨￨￨￨￨￨lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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Fig. 6 Probabilitydensityfunction of diameterof coherent eddies
normalizedby r7.G) DNS and GS fields, (n) nNS and SGS
fields.

Fig.7 Probability density function of the maximum of mean
azimuthalvelocityof coherenteddiesnormalizedby z*,. (a)
DNS and GSfields, (b) DNS and SGSfields.

file of SGS coherenteddiesin both SGS-Gaussianfiled and SGS-

the maximum of mean azimuthal velocity for GS eddies in the

sharp cutoff field by Burgers' vortex is well in a certain range, and

sharp cutoff field is larger than the DNS field. In actual LES, GS

shows almost similar behavior for both filter functions. These

structures can be identified but SGS sffuctures need to be model by

results suggest that mean azimuthal velocity profile of coherent

SGS model. Coherent structureshave high and thin energy dissi-

structuresin LES can be approximate by that of a Burgers' vortex

pation regions around them and these regions contribute total

as well as in DNS.

energy dissipation in turbulence"). Since in GS and SGS fields we

The comparisonsof normalized mean azimuthal velocity profile

can see the existence of different kind of coherent eddies some-

of coherent eddies in DNS, GS and SGS fields for different filter

what similar to DNS field, which will help us to develop a

functions are shown in Fig.5. Mean azimuthal velocity proflle of

structi.rresbase SGS model for LES.

GS eddies for different filter functions with this filter width, I

The probability density functions (pdf) of diameter of tube-like

collapsewith DNS profile at r8=20n (Fig. 5(a)). On the other hand,

coherenteddiesin DNS, GS and SGS fields, which are normalized

mean azimuthal velocity profile of SGS eddies for different filter

by 11are shown in Fig. 6 for different fllter functions. It is clear that

functions collapse each other at r*=l0rl (Fig. 5(b)), but not with

the peak of pdf of GS eddiesin all casesdo not coincide with each

DNS profile. In all cases, the maximum of mean azimuthal

other or with DNS profile. Moreover, the peak of pdf of GS eddies

velocity of GS eddies is higher than DNS eddies, and of SGS

in the GS-sharp cutoff field shows higher value than in the GS-

eddies is lower than DNS eddies. The maximum of mean

Gaussianfield for this filter width. It is also revealedthat the small

azimuthal velocity and diameter of coherent eddies are about

diameter tube-like coherent eddies in GS field is rare in all cases

0.6a,-, and 15q in GS-Gaussianfield, and 0.8a,., and 201l-in the

and large diameter of SGS eddiesreachesabout 2517.However,the

GS-sharp cutoff field. On the other hand, the maximum of mean

collapse of pdf of diameter in the SGS fields is good, and the peak

azimuthal velocity and diameter of coherent eddies are about

of pdf for SGS profile increasesfrom the DNS profile for all filter

0.2u,

and 5rl in SGS-Gaussianfield, and 03a*, and 7r1in the
"
SGS-sharpcutofffield. The maximum of mean azimuthal veloci-

functions.

ty for GS eddiesin the Gaussianfield is close to the DNS field, but

coherent eddies in the same DNS, GS and SGS fields using dif-

Fig. 7 shows the pdf of maximum of mean azimuthal velocity of
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ferent filter functions, which is normalized by il*,. It is revealed
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